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The program subject was “Working Typical Structure” from Buck Perrys’ “Green Book”, 
pages 135 to 138.  We reviewed those pages and discussed the ways to present lures 

checking all depths and all speeds on a typical structure, both casting and trolling.  It 
was noted that since all structures are different, the sequence and presentation may have to 
be altered to do the job.  When Buck Perry classifies all structures into 17 basic types, it 

greatly speeds up the process of knowing how to approach and present lures on a given 
structure to fish it thoroughly. 

 
The video was titled : “Buck Talks Markers” purchased from Bucks’ Baits.  It shows Mr Perry 
making trolling passes to cover an inside bar in a reservoir.  He first “mapped” by 

using his depth sounder to find the breakline, its shape, and the deepest water in the 
area.  By dropping a few markers in key spots, the trolling passes can be made to learn 

much more about the structure.  Straight line passes are essential in deep water(more 
than 10 feet).  No other fishing method obtains as much key detail information about the bottom 

lake structure as Spoonplugging.  Fish, like deer, make daily movements and all they have 
to guide them is structure.  The more we know its’ detail, the better we can pinpoint the 
fish. 



 
Next we reviewed an article written by Scott Duff from Illinois titled: “Take Your 

Mapping All The Way Around”.  It was an experience he had in mapping and fishing a 
structure that reinforced the importance in doing a thorough job mapping.  His original vision 

of the structure form was changed considerably after he did a more thorough job of mapping 
and presenting lures.  Too often we take a quick look at a structure and miss an 
important detail that could be key to finding fish on it.  
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